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Double-resonance spectroscopy of quasi-linear Rydberg states of water
W. L. Glaba)

Department of Physics, Texas Tech University, P.O. Box 41051, Lubbock, Texas 79409

~Received 13 May 2002; accepted 4 September 2002!

We have studied quasi-linear autoionizing Rydberg states of the water molecule with three quanta
of bending vibration using double-resonance excitation through the quasi-linear (Ã)3pb2 state. The
use of double resonance resulted in vibrational and rotational selectivity which led to simple, easily
understood spectra. We have identified and performed an analysis on onensseries and twondseries
~s andp!, yielding quantum defects for the series and an improved value of the energy of the ionic
state which is the convergence limit for these Rydberg states. At lown, the 4dp state showed
vibronic splitting consistent with theS–D splitting in the ion core. This splitting vanished at high
n as the Rydberg electron uncoupled from the ion core. Comparison of the spectra of bent and linear
states in the same energy region displayed the effects of linear-bent interactions on the Rydberg
spectrum. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1516794#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Highly excited states of triatomic molecules are a to
of considerable current interest. Water is a particularly i
portant system for such studies. As a hydride, it posse
relatively large rotational constants, enabling experimen
to more easily resolve complex spectral structures and
form fully quantum state-specific excitation. Considera
progress in understanding the spectrum of Rydberg st

converging to the first few vibrational states of theX̃ 2B1

bent ground state of the ionic core has been made in the
few years, due to the close interaction between new exp
mental approaches and multichannel quantum defect th
~MQDT!. An important advance came with the application
double-resonance techniques to the excitation of these v
tionally autoionizing Rydberg states built on the ground el
tronic state of the core;1 as a result of the combining of thes
new results with an MQDT analysis, the spectrum of the
states is now relatively well understood.2

The water ion also possesses a low-lying quasi-lin

electronically excited state, theÃ 2A1 state, to which series
of quasi-linear Rydberg states will converge. The la
change in bend angle between the bent ground state o
neutral molecule and the quasi-linear excited state of the
leads to large Franck–Condon factors only for photoprod
tion of quasi-linear excited states from the ground state
the neutral which involve a large change in then2 ~bending!
vibrational quantum number; thus, conventional absorpt
spectroscopy from the ground state only accesses qu
linear states with large values ofn2 . Series of low principal
quantum number, highn2 states have been observed bo
using conventional absorption3–6 and vuv laser absorption
spectroscopy.7 However, the lowest member of thenpb2 se-
ries, the (Ã)3pb2 state, has been excited through two phot
absorption, fully resolved, and its spectrum analyzed in
tail even for low values ofn2 .8 Photoelectron spectra follow

a!Electronic mail: wallace.glab@ttu.edu
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ing photoionization of levels of this state seemed to ha
verified the vibrational numbering from this analysis.9 Due to
the large change in geometry involved in going from the b
ground state to the 3pb2 quasi-linear state, long vibrationa
progressions in the excited state were observed. Su
quently to this work, however, accurateab initio calculations
by Brommeret al.10 indicated that the correct numbering o
the bending vibrational states for the linear state of the

and the linear (Ã)3pb2 state would be to adjust the prev
ously accepted values upwards by 2. We use the rev
numbering in this paper.

Quasi-linear Rydberg states of relatively high princip
quantum number and low bending vibrational quantum nu
ber are expected to overlap the energy region near the
ionization limit of the molecule, which involves leaving th
ion in its bent ground state. Such states cannot easily
observed through direct excitation from the bent electro
states of the neutral molecule, due to poor Franck–Con
factors as mentioned above. However, they may serve
important perturbers of the bent Rydberg states lying in
same region of the spectrum through vibronic interaction11

Indeed, the effects of the presence of this interaction betw
linear and bent Rydberg states is a remaining question m
in the understanding of the photoabsorption of water near
ionization limit. Selective detection and measurement of
properties of the quasi-linear Rydberg states would go a l
way towards resolving this uncertainty.

In this article we present the first observations and ana
sis of several highn quasi-linear autoionizing Rydberg serie
of water with three quanta of bending vibrational ener
@(n150,n253,n350) or ~030! states#. These series show
relatively high state density near the first ionization energy
the molecule, and are thus likely to be significant perturb
of the bent series which have been previously studied
analyzed. These Rydberg states decay both by vibratio
and electronic autoionization processes. We have also
served some states of relatively low principal quantum nu
ber. Comparison of the spectra of quasi-linear states fr
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Intermediate states used in the experiment, and the Rydberg series excitable from them. Th
d ndN1 states are superpositions of the caseb nds andndp states with the sameJ.

Intermediate state Energy~cm21!

Rydberg series accessible

Caseb Cased

J850 84 126.6 nss J51 ns2 J51
nds J51 nd2 J51
ndp J51 nd1 J51

J851 84 142.6 nss J50,2 ns1 J50, ns3 J52
nds J50,2 nd1 J50, nd3 J52
ndp J50,1,2 nd0 J50, nd1 J51, nd2 J52

J852 84 174.6 nss J51,3 ns2 J51, ns4 J53
nds J51,3 nd2 J51, nd4 J53
ndp J51,2,3 nd1 J51, nd2 J52, nd3 J53
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this experiment with spectra of bent states from previo
work2 plainly shows the effects of bent-linear electronic p
turbations. Selective excitation of the quasi-linear Rydb
states was made possible by the use of double-reson
excitation through selected rotational levels of the~030! vi-
brational level of the quasi-linear (Ã)3pb2 state.

II. SPECTROSCOPIC BACKGROUND

The vibrational and rotational properties of both asy
metric top molecules~like the bent water states! and sym-
metric linear triatomic molecules~such as the linear wate
states! are well known. We restrict ourselves primarily to
discussion of the angular momenta of the states of inter
and how the selection rules determine which Rydb
states will ultimately be excitable with our schem
The ground state of water has a configurati
(1a1)2(2a1)2(1b2)2(3a1)2(1b1)2. Excitation of a 1b1 elec-
tron leads to several series of bent Rydberg states, the lo
lying and best studied of which is theC̃ 1B1 state, which has
been used as an intermediate state for double-resonanc
citation of highn bent states.1,2 Promotion of a 3a1 electron
to the 3pb2 orbital leads to a quasi-linear state which h
been labeled (Ã)3pb2 . In the limit of a linear geometry, the
excited electron in this state should be labeled as 3psu , in
view of the conservation of the projection of its orbital a
gular momentum along the linear axis. The electronic sy
metry of this state is1Pg . The doubly degenerate bendin
vibrational modes of this linear configuration lead to the
brational angular momentum,v ~with possible values of
(0,1,...,n222,n2), which is strongly coupled to the orbita
angular momentum to give the vibronic angular moment
projection along the linear axis,K. This state shows rotation
ally resolved spectra for a number of vibrational sta
(0 n2 0) which have been analyzed by Abramsonet al.8 As
mentioned above, it now appears that their vibrational nu
bering should be revised upwards by 2.10 In the work of
Abramsonet al. it was demonstrated that the excited sta
observable in a multiphoton ionization or laser-induced flu
rescence experiment all possessed a vibronic quantum n
ber K50; that is, S vibronic symmetry. HigherK value
states were assumed to be rapidly predissociated. Thus
levels which are excited from the ground state as the
n 2004 to 129.118.41.30. Redistribution subject to AIP
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step in a double-resonance scheme with intermediate r

nance with the (Ã)3pb2 state will haveS vibronic symme-
try.

One-photon excitation from the levels of the (Ã)3pb2

state with lown2 values to the region near the ionizatio
limit should result in strong excitation of only quasi-line
Rydberg states, since the vibrational wavefunction over
with bent states will be poor. Indeed, the excitation will
nearly diagonal in a vibrational sense, with strong excitat
of only those quasi-linear Rydberg states with the same va
of n2 as the intermediate level. Further, since the excitat
will occur beginning with a 3psu electron in a symmetric
linear molecule, the angular momentum selection rules w
allow the formation ofnssg , ndsg , and ndpg Rydberg
orbitals only. This labeling of the Rydberg states is approp
ate to the Hund’s caseb coupling regime, in which the ex
cited electron’s angular momentum is still strongly coupl
to the molecular frame. We should bear in mind that althou
theD,561 selection rule is really only a propensity rule
a molecule, in a linear state of a symmetric molecule l
water parity will be conserved in the excitation process,
that p orbitals will not be excitable. As highern values are
considered, uncoupling of the orbital angular moment
makes a Hund’s cased description of the Rydberg state
more appropriate.11 We then view the Rydberg states as b
ing labeled byn, ,, the ionic core state quantum numbersn1 ,
n2 , n3 , the core vibronic angular momentum,v , the total
core angular momentum apart from spinN1, and the total
angular momentumJ. In the experiment we describe her
the J850, 1, and 2 total angular momentum levels of t
~030! vibrational state of the (Ã)3pb2 state were used a
intermediate states; thus, we would expect to primarily o
serve Rydberg states built upon the~030! vibrational state of
the linear electronic core state, with total angular mome
determined by theDJ50, 61 ~but J50Þ@J50) selection
rule. Table I summarizes the series excitable in this exp
ment.

The only possible values for the vibrational angular m
mentum of the ion core will be,v51 and 3 for~030! states.
We should point out again that we are using the adjus
numbering scheme suggested by Ref. 10 forn2 . In the linear
ionic Ã state, the vibrational angular momentum will coup
to the excited electrons angular momentum to yield the p
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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sible overall vibronic states. These are labeled with the qu
tum number for the projection of the total vibronic angu
momentum exclusive of spin on the internuclear axis,K,
which has possible values ofK5uL6,vu, whereL is the
projection of the electronic orbital angular momentum on

internuclear axis. For theÃ state, which has an electron
symmetry of2Pu , L51. Therefore, the vibronic symmetrie

which are possible for the ion core in theÃ state withn2

53 areS andD. These states are split by vibronic intera
tions, and the splittings for a large number of values ofn2

were measured by Ruettet al.12 using the old, uncorrected
numbering scheme. The states we label as~030! would be
~010! in the Ruettet al. tables; unfortunately, they only lis
one observed level for what we now consider to be~030!. It
is possible that the other was missed due to the low inten
of the peaks in their photoelectron spectra for smalln2 val-
ues. The energy of the listed level indicates that it is theS
state. TheS–D vibronic splitting for~030! should not differ
greatly from that of the~050! state, which is calculated to b
42 cm21 from their table.

The addition of a weakly bound Rydberg electron to t
linear ~030! ionic core will lead to different overall symme
tries, depending on the electronic state of the Rydberg e
tron. In Hund’s caseb where there is significant coupling o
the Rydberg electron to the core angular momenta, addi
of an nss or nds Rydberg electron will lead toS and D
overall vibronic states for theS andD vibronic states of the
core, respectively. The addition of anndp electron will form
a state ofP overall vibronic symmetry when combined wit
a S core, andP andF states when combined with aD core.
In our experiment we will only observe states withS andP
overall symmetry since we are exciting from aS intermedi-
ate state. Thus, for as Rydberg electron we will observ
only one vibronic state, while for ap Rydberg electron we
will observe two states split by the vibronic coupling. One
these transitions, namely the one involving the core in aD
vibronic state, can occur only because of the presenc
vibronic coupling between the Rydberg electron and
core. When the coupling of the Rydberg electron to the c
becomes insignificant, at sufficiently highn, the transition to
Hund’s cased is complete. As the vibronic coupling of th
Rydberg electron to the core vanishes, theD core state tran-
sition for ndp should have vanishing intensity, and on
single peaks converging to levels of theS vibronic core state
should appear.

The ~030! Rydberg states which lie above the lowe
ionization energy of water~those with effective quantum
numbern* .3.3) but below the energy required to ionize t

molecule and leave the ion core in the linearÃ state will
autoionize through an electronic interaction between
quasi-linear Rydberg state and the ionization continua of
bent ground state. The variation of the autoionization ra
with principal quantum number will differ from the mor
familiar case of vibrational autoionization. When a Rydbe
state of a polyatomic molecule vibrationally autoionizes,
process generally occurs without any significant change
the geometry of the molecule. Therefore, the Franc
Condon factors which govern the autoionization rate
Downloaded 30 Jan 2004 to 129.118.41.30. Redistribution subject to AIP
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nearly diagonal; that is, the process obeys a propensity
that demands that autoionization occurs with a minim
change in the vibrational state of the ionic core. This me
that only a single continuum is important in determining t
autoionization rate and the autoionization widths sho
scale like 1/(n* )3, as the degree of penetration of the core
the Rydberg electron does. Heren* is the effective principal
quantum number. In our case of electronic autoionizati
the autoionization rate to a particular final vibrational sta
will also depend on the Franck–Condon factor between
Rydberg and ionic vibrational states; since the two coup
states have very different geometries, the Franck–Con
factors will be comparable for a significant number of t
various possible bent ionic vibrational states. Therefore, i
to be expected that the electronic autoionization rate w
decrease more slowly withn* than in the single continuum
case, since new vibrational thresholds are reached as the
dberg state energy increases. The autoionization width
the states should consequently scale more slowly withn*
than the penetration of the Rydberg electron into the c
region. However, since the Rydberg states may also pre
sociate, it will be impossible to draw firm conclusions abo
the ionization rates from linewidths. An additional expec
tion is that, due to the selectivity of excitation of~030! linear
Rydberg states, the direct photoionization background w
be small compared to the resonance peaks; therefore
observed autoionization lineshapes should be approxima
Lorentzian.

Vibrational interactions may also be expected to lea
their marks on the spectra; in particular, discrete–discr
perturbations between linear Rydberg states converging
different bending-mode excited linear core states may
quite strong. Such perturbations would reveal their prese
through localized energy shifts and linewidth variations, a
we see evidence of such perturbations in our spectra as
cussed below.

III. EXPERIMENT

High n, states converging to the~030! vibrational state
of the Ã quasi-linear state of the ion were excited by ste
wise resonant double-resonance excitation from the gro
electronic and vibrational state of the neutral water molecu
The excitation process was driven using the light from th
pulsed, tunable dye lasers pumped by a single Nd13:YAG
laser ~Continuum NY-61! operating at the second and thir
harmonics at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The waveleng
required to pump specific rotational lines of th
X(000)-(Ã)3pb2 ~030! transition lie in the vacuum ultravio
let ~vuv! region of the spectrum, near 118.9 nm. The requi
vuv light was produced by two-photon resonant differen
frequency generation in krypton gas. A homebuilt tuna
dye laser system operating near 606.9 nm was freque
doubled in a KDP crystal; subsequently, the third harmo
of the dye laser light was produced by sum frequency g
eration in a BBO crystal, yielding several hundred micr
Joules of 202.3 nm light. This light was tuned into tw
photon resonance with the 4p6– 4p55p8@1/2#0 transition of
krypton. The beam from a second laser, tunable around
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. A portion of the vuv excitation
spectrum from the ground state to th

(Ã)3pb2 ~030! intermediate state with
ionization by 355 nm light. The three
pump transitions used in this exper
ment are labeled in the figure.
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nm with 2 mJ of pulse energy, was superimposed on
ultraviolet beam using a dichroic mirror. The combin
beams were focused using a 15 cm focal length achrom
lens into a cell containing krypton gas at a pressure of ab
10 Torr. Vacuum ultraviolet light with photon energy equal
the sum of two of the uv photons minus one of the visib
photons exited the cell through a MgF2 window into the
main experimental chamber, which will be described belo
No separation of the vuv beam from the fundamental bea
was used. We made no attempt to measure the vuv inten
but previous work suggests that the process should h
yielded ;1012 photons/shot or greater.13 The vuv beam di-
ameter in the sensitive volume of our detector was abou
mm. There was no measurable production of water ions
to the vuv, residual uv, and visible beams. In order to m
out the vuv excitation spectrum of theX(000) – (Ã)3pb2

~030! transition, we overlapped the vuv beam with a 10 m
pulse beam of 355 nm light from the YAG laser and mo
tored the one-photon resonant, two-photon ionization wh
resulted. Figure 1 shows a selected region of the vuv exc
tion spectrum. In the figure, the first three lines of theP
branch, leading to the selective excitation ofJ50, 1, and 2 in
the excited state are clearly resolved. Rydberg spectra w
acquired with the vuv light tuned to each of these lines.

Linear Rydberg states of relatively low principal qua
tum number (n,11) were excited from the (Ã)3pb2 ~030!
state using a second homebuilt, tunable dye laser pumpe
the third harmonic of the YAG laser. This dye laser opera
on a variety of dyes to cover the range of wavelength
tween 480 and 375 nm. The laser bandwidth was about
cm21 and pulse energies were about 2 mJ. The beam
counterpropagated with the VUV beam and had a 2 mm
diameter. States of higher principal quantum number w
excited using a dye laser operating around 750 nm,
quency doubled in BBO using a commercial autotrack
Downloaded 30 Jan 2004 to 129.118.41.30. Redistribution subject to AIP
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device~Inrad AT-II!. The resulting ultraviolet pulse energie
were up to 300mJ. In either case, the dye laser waveleng
was scanned under computer control and calibrated usin
simultaneously acquired optogalvanic spectrum of neon
uranium lines from a hollow-cathode lamp14 to an accuracy
of roughly 0.1 cm21.

The experimental chamber consisted of an effusive be
source, a time of flight ion mass spectrometer~TOF-MS!,
and turbomolecular pumps for evacuation. When no wa
vapor was flowing into the system, the background press
was several times 1027 Torr. Water vapor at room tempera
ture and 20 Torr pressure was allowed to flow through
capillary array in the beam source into the main chamb
forming a weakly collimated effusive beam which pass
between the plates of the TOF-MS. In operation, the m
chamber pressure was about 1025 Torr. The plates had a 1.5
cm separation, and the extraction plate had a nickle-m
covered 3 mm diameter hole through which ions passed
the flight tube. Ions were extracted with a 200 V/cm fie
pulse which was delayed with respect to the lasers by 50
so that the laser excitation/ionization process occurred un
field-free conditions. The ions were mass analyzed in the
cm long flight tube flight before detection with a channe
tron, thereby separating the water ions due to Rydberg s
autoionization from background ions due to photodissoc
tion and ionization of organic impurities in the vacuum. U
to several thousand ions/laser shot were detected on st
transitions.

IV. OBSERVED RYDBERG SPECTRA AND ANALYSIS

A. High principal quantum numbers: nÈ8 and up

Figure 2 shows the observed spectrum of quasi-lin
~030! Rydberg states forn511 and above, excited from th
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. The spectrum ofR(0) transi-
tions toJ51 final Rydberg states with
~030! vibrational state in the region of
energy coveringn512 and above,
vs probe laser photon energy. Th
identifications of the series responsib
for the peaks are included with the ro
tational state of the core to which eac
series converges. All of the observe
peaks are due to states with thre
quanta of bending vibrational energy
The intermediate state energy for th
spectrum is 84 126.6 cm21 ~from Ref.
8!.
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J850 rotational level of the linear (Ã)3pb2 ~030! state. The
J850 level was excited from the 101 level of the neutral
ground state in aP(1) transition; since this initial state is th
para modification, the Rydberg states will also be pa
Higher J states of the intermediate state are of mixed ort
para character. For this spectrum, the Rydberg states
excited from the intermediate state using the frequen
doubled dye laser. The selection rule for total angular m
mentumJ dictates that all transitions seen in this spectr
areR(0) transitions toJ51 final Rydberg states, while th
accessible Rydberg orbitals will benss, nds, and ndp.
Well-resolved peaks are seen fromn511 up ton;30. For
principal quantum numbers this high, Hund’s cased should
be the appropriate description for the angular momen
coupling of the Rydberg electron to the ion core; con
quently, the observed series should be assignable as con
ing to specific rotational states of the ion core,N1. The
peaks seen here belong to two distinct series which conv
to N152 of the ~030! S vibronic state of the ion, and on
which converges toN151, of the same core vibronic stat
based on fits of the observed energies to a simple Ryd
formula including a constant quantum defect,

en,,,N15IP~N1!2
~Ry!water

~n2d,,N1!2 ,

where IP(N1) is the energy of the convergence limit of th
series in question, (Ry)water is the Rydberg constant for wa
ter, 109 732 cm21, and d,,N1 is the quantum defect of th
series. The experimentally determined Rydberg state ene
for theJ51 states are given in Table II. The fitted results f
the series, which are identified asnss andnd9s9 ~converg-
ing to N152) andnd9p9 ~converging toN151), are listed
in Table III, along with the statistical errors associated w
the fits ~the parentheses in the state labeling reflects the
that the projectionl is not a good quantum number for the
Downloaded 30 Jan 2004 to 129.118.41.30. Redistribution subject to AIP
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high n states!. The identifications of the series are based
the quantum defects and the analysis of the spectra f
higherJ levels of the intermediate state, to be presented
low. The Hund’s cased identifications for the observedJ
51 Rydberg states are also given in Table II, along with
difference in energy between the experimental values and
values calculated from the Rydberg fits~residuals!. The s
Rydberg states would be expected to have a rather la
quantum defect, while thed states would have quantum de
fects of ;0.1 or smaller as the results show. Thend9p9
series (nd1 in Hund’s cased!, due to its relatively high
intensity and the large number of peaks identified, results
an accurate determination of the energy of the~030! S N1

51 ionization limit relative to the ground state of the neut
molecule, 111 688.360.5 cm21. Since the rotational ener
gies for a linear state are given byB1N1 (N111), this
number can be adjusted downwards by 2B1 ~where B1

;8.9 cm21 is the rotational constant of the ion in the line
state, as given below! to give the~030! N150 ionization
limit as 111 670.561.0 cm21. This is in agreement with the
photoelectron spectroscopy result of Ruettet al.12 of
111 641630 cm21, but of course much more accurate. T
energy separation of the two fitted series limits yields a va
of the rotational constant of the (Ã)3pb2 ~030! state of 8.9
60.4 cm21, in good agreement with previous results.15 We
have been unable to identify any transitions to Rydberg st
with a D ionic core state in this spectrum, indicating that t
uncoupling of the Rydberg angular momentum from that
the core~transition to Hund’s cased! is essentially complete
by n;11.

One frequently sees strong interactions between Rydb
series which converge to different ionic rotational states
molecular Rydberg spectra. These rotational interactions
lead to large energy shifts and intensity variations in loc
ized regions of the spectra where there is near-degene
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. ObservedJ51 Rydberg state energies and identifications. Energies are total energy abov
ground state of the neutral molecule in cm21, including theJ850 intermediate state energy of 84 126.6 cm21.
The Rydberg state identifications are given in Hund’s cased notation,n,N1. When comments indicate tha
blending of two lines, the comments are given with the state which would be expected to be more intens
on neighboring transitions. Then labeling is appropriate for quantum defects with magnitude less than u
The number in parentheses following each entry is the difference between the experimental value and th
calculated from the fit parameters in Table III, in cm21.

n nd1 nd2 ns2 Comments

11 110 765.2~0.7!
11 110 818.6~3.0!
12 110 876.8~22.0!
12 110 913.2~20.1!
12 110 960.8~0.5!
13 111 008.4~21.9!
13 111 027.3~21.5! broad, shaded to blue
13 111 070.0~22.9!
14 111 121.8~1.5! blend with 14s2,

shaded to red
15 111 193.5~20.5! blend with 15s2
15 111 230.6~23.7!
16 111 253.0~21.3!
16 111 270.3~7.7!
16 111 290.0~23.3!
17 111 303.8~20.3!
17 111 321.1~3.6!
18 111 346.0~0.1! blend with 17d2
18 111 363.0~20.3!
19 111 381.7~0.5! blend with 18d2
19 111 400.5~21.2!
20 111 411.5~0.2!
21 111 437.2~0.1!
20 111 449.4~2.0!
22 111 459.6~0.0! blend with 21s2
21 111 473.8~0.9!
23 111 479.0~20.1!
22 111 487.1~0.6!
24 111 496.0~20.3! blend with 22d2
23 111 505.5~22.0!
25 111 511.5~0.1! blend with 23d2
23 111 517.0~2.7!
26 111 524.8~0.0! blend with 24s2
24 111 531.7~0.5!
27 111 537.0~0.3!
25 111 540.3~21.7!
28 111 547.2~20.2!
26 111 553.4~22.9!
29 111 557.3~0.3!
26 111 560.4~1.1!
30 111 565.6~0.0! blend with 27s2
27 111 570.2~20.9!
31 111 573.7~0.2!
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between Rydberg states with differing values ofn and N1.
The natural theoretical framework for the interpretation
such series interactions is multichannel quantum de
theory~MQDT!. Close examination of the residuals in Tab
II, in particular for thend9p9 (nd1) series, shows that th
localized energy perturbations expected from a rotational
ries interaction are in fact too small to be discerned; that
the residuals are generally not much greater than the a
racy with which the line positions can be measured. The o
apparent actual perturbation observable in this series is
lieved to be vibrational in nature, and is discussed below.
conclude that a MQDT analysis of rotational interactions
unnecessary for the interpretation of the spectra of the hign
n 2004 to 129.118.41.30. Redistribution subject to AIP
f
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e-
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J51 states. A full MQDT treatment including both rotation
and vibrational interactions will become possible when f
ther spectroscopic data is available.

The linewidths of the observed transitions are consid
ably greater than our experimental resolution over the wh
range presented, and are not significantly different for
different electronic states. Simple arguments based on
degree of core penetration of the Rydberg orbitals wo
suggest that thes states should be significantly broader th
thed states. The fact that this is not observed may be du
strong s–d mixing by the nonspherically symmetric io
core, which has already been noted in the Rydberg state
molecular hydrogen.16 There is a trend towards smaller line
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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widths with increasing principal quantum number, as wo
be expected from simple scaling arguments based on
probability of the Rydberg electron colliding with the io
core. Nearn512, linewidths are typically 3–5 cm21, near
n515 they are 2–3 cm21, and nearn520 they are abou
2.5–2 cm21. Even in view of a;1 cm21 contribution to the
linewidths from the lifetime broadening of the intermedia
state levels, this is a less pronounced variation than then* 23

dependence which would govern the widths if autoionizat
was to a single continuum, indicating that the decrease
autoionization rates due to reduced core penetration asn in-
creases is moderated by the opening of new ionization ch
nels as bent vibrational thresholds are passed. Prediss
tion undoubtedly contributes to the overall linewidths
well, due to Renner–Teller coupling of the linear states to
bentA2 states as discussed by Dixon.17

There is a rather pronounced deviation from the smo
trend of linewidth decrease withn for the ndp series atn
513 and 14, where the linewidths of these peaks are con
erably larger than the neighboring peaks, as shown in Fig
Additionally, these two peaks show asymmetric profil
with n513 shaded to the blue andn514 shaded to the red
Figure 3 also shows the deviations of the measured trans
energies for thendp series from the Rydberg fit results, an
shows a dispersionlike deviation for these two peaks. Th

TABLE III. Results of fits to a Rydberg formula with constant quantu
defects for theJ51 series. Energies are given in wave numbers, and
uncertainty in the last digit is given in parentheses. The series limit ener

include the energy of the (Ã)3pb2(010)J850 intermediate state above th
ground state of the neutral molecule, 84 126.6 cm21.

Series Limit Quantum defect

nsN152 111 726~2! 0.624~5!
nd9s9N152 111 722~2! 20.010~5!
nd9p9N151 111 688.3~5! 0.102~3!
Downloaded 30 Jan 2004 to 129.118.41.30. Redistribution subject to AIP
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features strongly suggest that a perturbing state lies betw
the n513 andn514 states. The perturbing state must ha
the same symmetry as the Rydberg states and the same
of J, as demanded by the perturbation selection rules. Ad
tionally, the perturber and the Rydberg states must have
nificant overlaps of their vibrational wave functions to yie
a strong perturbation. The most likely possibility is that o
vibrational interaction with the~050! 7dp N151 state,
whose calculated energy@based on the~030! quantum defect
and the ionic vibrational energy differences of Ruettet al.11#
of 111 060 cm21 falls in between then513 andn514 nd
‘‘ p’’ states.

Figure 4 shows a part of the spectrum of Rydberg st
transitions in excitation from theJ851 rotational level of the
intermediate state, while Fig. 5 shows the same part of
spectrum for excitation from theJ852 rotational level. For
these situations,P, Q, andR branch transitions terminating in
J50, 1, and 2 Rydberg states are possible. The princ
quantum numbers in these spectra are lower than in the
vious spectrum, so that a Hund’s caseb labeling might be
more appropriate in this case than Hund’s cased labeling.
Since the intermediate state is a state of overallS symmetry,
transitions to finalnls states will show onlyP and Q
branches, and transitions tondp states should have intens
Q branches and weakP andR branches. This is observed i
the spectra. The most intense series isQ(1)ndp, while the
correspondingP andR branch transitions are too weak to b
clearly identified in the spectra. TheP andR branch transi-
tions tonss are also fairly intense, while transitions tonds
are weak. Each of these spectra show theQ(J)9dp transi-
tions to be significantly broadened. This is most likely due
perturbation by the~050! 6dp states which are nearly degen
erate in energy with the upper states of these broadened
sitions. As in the spectrum ofJ51 Rydberg states, no vi
bronically induced transitions to states with aD core vibronic
state are observed.

e
es
-
r

s.
e

FIG. 3. The solid dots in this figure
give the residuals between the Ryd
berg fit and the observed energies fo
the J51 ndp series as a function of
principal quantum number, while the
squares give the full width at half-
maximum of the corresponding peak
The peak widths and residuals ar
large nearn513– 14, betraying the
presence of a perturbing state.
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FIG. 4. Spectrum ofP(1), Q(1), and
R(1) transitions from theJ851 inter-
mediate state, vs probe laser photo
energy. The intermediate state energ
is 84 143.6 cm21. The ndp series
shows a strongQ branch and nearly
absentP and R branches, as expecte
for a transition from aS to a P vi-
bronic state. Thenss andnds series
show P and R branches only, as ex-
pected forS–S transitions. The rela-
tively low intensity and large width of
the 9dp transition is believed to be
due to a vibrational perturbation, a
discussed in the text. Some of the su
structure in the lowernp states may
be due to small vibronic splittings.
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B. Low n transitions and linear-bent interactions

We have also acquired spectra of some transitions
linear Rydberg states of relatively low principal quantu
number. It is these states that lie in the vicinity of the fi
ionization limit, and would therefore be expected to cau
perturbations in the spectra of bent Rydberg states.

Figure 6 shows theP(1) andR(1) transitions to the 5ss
state. The peaks have a width of about 9 cm21 and are sepa
rated by 49.0 cm21, implying a rotational constant of 8.
cm21 for this state. This is a reasonable value, between
ionic ~;9.0 cm21!14 and (Ã)3pb2(030) state8 ~8.0 cm21!
values, indicating an intermediate value for the bond len
in the 5s state. The spectrum of theP(2) andR(2) transi-
Downloaded 30 Jan 2004 to 129.118.41.30. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tions show similar widths and an energy spacing consis
with the rotational constant given above. The fact that
widths depend weakly, if at all, on the rotational quantu
number indicates that the principal decay mechanism for
state is governed by a homogeneous coupling.

Figure 7 shows the spectrum ofJ51 Rydberg states in
the energy region ofn54, acquired in excitation from the
J850 intermediate state. There are two groups of two tr
sitions each, the lower energy of which is assigned to 4dp
and the other to 4ds based on their quantum defects. Th
4dp peaks are roughly equal in intensity and have sim
widths of ;15 cm21. The splittings within the 4dp elec-
tronic state are due to vibronic interactions, as discus
y.

he

a

FIG. 5. Spectrum ofP(2), Q(2), and
R(2) transitions from the intermediate
state, vs probe laser photon energ
The intermediateJ852 state energy is
84 175.6 cm21. As in the previous
spectrum, the most intense series is t
Q branch of thendp series. As in the
previous spectrum, the relatively low
intensity and large width of the 9dp
transition is believed to be due to
vibrational perturbation.
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FIG. 6. P(1) andR(1) transitions to
the 5ss state. The peak separation im
plies a rotational constant of 8.2 cm21.
The widths are nearly independent o
the angular momentum quantum num
ber, indicating a homogenous mech
nism for the decay of the excited state
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above. The separation between the subcomponents o
4dp state is 42 cm21, while the subcomponents of the 4ds
state are separated by 16 cm21. The splitting of the 4dp
peak, which results from the coupling of the two possibleP
overall vibronic states, is the same as the expected vibr
splitting of theS and D core vibronic states. This indicate
that the vibronic coupling of the Rydberg electron to the c
is sufficient to vibronically induce the transition to the Ry
berg state with aD core, but not large enough to significant
alter the Renner–Teller coupling and the splitting.

The splitting of the 4ds peak is harder to rationalize. A
discussed above, only a single vibronic state should be
cessible for as Rydberg electron. A further piece of infor
Downloaded 30 Jan 2004 to 129.118.41.30. Redistribution subject to AIP
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mation is the fact that the lower energy component of
peak is much narrower than the higher energy componen
is likely that the narrowness of the lower energy peak in
cates that it appears in the spectrum due to a mutual pe
bation between the 4ds state and a bent Rydberg state co
verging to a vibrationally excited limit. The mixing betwee
these states would lead to intensity borrowing by the b
perturber. It is impossible at this time, based on the availa
spectroscopic information, to identify the bent perturber.

Figure 8 is a comparison between the spectrum of
toionizing bent~100! J51 Rydberg states excited from th

C̃(100) intermediate state with the spectrum of the 4dp
-

FIG. 7. Spectrum of theR(0) transi-
tions to 4ds and 4dp ~030! states.
The splittings of these peaks are dis
cussed in the text.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 8. A comparison of the spectrum
of J51 Rydberg states excited from

the quasi-linear (Ã)3pb2 ~030! inter-

mediate state and the bentC̃(100)
state, showing the effects of linear
bent interactions as discussed in th
text. The top trace shows the quas
linear 4dp transitions, while the bot-
tom trace is the excitation spectrum o
bent Rydberg states converging to th
~100! vibrational level of the ground
electronic state of the ion.
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~030! J51 quasi-linear state excited from the (Ã)3pb2

~030! state in an energy region;2800 cm21 above the ion-
ization energy of the molecule. The~100! bent Rydberg state
spectrum in this energy region has been analyzed w
MQDT.2 It is a region in which the intensities of the be
Rydberg state transitions are disturbed by a perturbation
nature of which was not determined by the analysis. T
figure shows that the region of disturbed intensities coinci
in energy with the location of the linear 4dp J51 states,
suggesting that this is an example of linear-bent perturbat
In particular, intensities of transitions to bent Rydberg sta
from theC̃(100) state are strongly suppressed in the vicin
of the 4dp states, with the exception of a strong transition
104 477 cm21 which lies between the two components
4dp. This lowering of the apparent intensity of these tra
sitions might be explained in terms of the decay dynamics
the Rydberg states as follows. If the 4dp state decays pre
dominantly by predissociation, the presence of mixing w
this state might induce a dissociation rate large enough
overwhelm the relatively low autoionization rate of the hi
n bent Rydberg states, with the result that they vanish fr
the ionization spectrum in this energy region. The prese
of the single strong peak in this region excited from t
C̃(100) state might then be explained as an interference
cellation of the predissociation probability amplitudes
duced through mixing with the two vibronic components
the 4dp state.

V. CONCLUSION

Double-resonance excitation using combined vuv a
visible/near uv laser light and intermediate resonance wi
quasi-linear intermediate state has made it possible for u
study quasi-linear Rydberg states of water in some de
The use of fully quantum state specific excitation in the fi
Downloaded 30 Jan 2004 to 129.118.41.30. Redistribution subject to AIP
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step of the double-resonance process leads to Rydberg s
tra on the second step which are relatively simple, since
Rydberg states are excited essentially without a chang
vibrational state, and the final state angular momenta
determined by selection rules. Our observations have
lowed us to identify a number of series of high princip
quantum number states converging to several rotational
els of the linearÃ state of the ion core, as well as determi
ing the energies of the series limits and the series quan
defects by fitting the observed state energies to a simple
dberg formula. We have also observed some lower princ
quantum number states; in particular, spectra of the 4dp
state show vibronic splitting due to the Renner–Teller effe
Comparison between the spectrum of quasi-linear states
cited from the linear intermediate state and a spectrum in
same energy region excited from the bentC̃ state explicitly
shows effects of electronic coupling between linear and b
states. Future work which will examine both quasi-linear a
bent Rydberg states with higher vibrational excitation
planned, to build up a broader picture of the effects of be
linear interactions which will provide the experimental ba
for a more comprehensive multichannel quantum def
theory of the Rydberg states of water.
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